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+16174914340 - https://www.burdickchocolate.com/

Here you can find the menu of L.a. Burdick Handmade Chocolates in Cambridge. At the moment, there are 18
meals and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about L.a.

Burdick Handmade Chocolates:
I've been to Burdick's many times over the years. They have my favorite hot chocolate. I usually get their dark

hot chocolate with plant-based milk, which is extremely rich and intensely chocolate-y (the small size is plenty).
Their chocolates are also excellent (albeit expensive), with most of the dark chocolate vegan. read more. When
the weather conditions is pleasant you can also eat and drink outside, And into the accessible spaces also come

visitors with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What Natzem Lima doesn't like about L.a. Burdick Handmade
Chocolates:

I came in with drinking chocolate expectations from seven years ago and was really eager to relive the thick
drinking chocolate experience. Instead, I had something near the consistency of water ? I'm honestly confused
about the experience because I expected some variation from last time, but not that extreme. I noticed some

other reviews have pointed this out. I'm hopeful that the drinking chocolate can go back to i... read more. If you're
desiring some spicy South American gastronomy, you're in the right place: tasty meals, prepared with fish, sea
creatures, and meat, but also corn, beans, and potatoes are on the menu, Also, the drinks menu at this place is
exceptional and offers a significant and comprehensive variety of both local and international beers, which are

definitely worth a try. You have the option to, after the meal (or during it), still relax at the bar with an alcoholic or
non-alcoholic drink, In addition, the delectable desserts of the local shine not only in the eyes of the little guests.
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